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 Are forests, both public and private, maintaining
  sufficient & suitable habitats and ecosystem services?

 If not, why not?
  … and what can be done to improve this?



In 1991, Denmark’s biggest NGOs, WWF (24,000 members) & the Hunters Association (90,000) 
formed an alliance to lobby for better habitat for waterbirds…

“We have a lot in common – we both want more waterbirds”



The King’s Oak, one 
of the few trees over 
200 years old

Every Dane  
understands that all 
Danish forests are 
artificial, are under 
200 years old, and are 
carefully managed…





Denmark

Willingness to seek common ground

Awareness that forests need management

Farm forestry profitable,
cross-subsidized by wildlife revenue,
stimulating active forest management

Australia

Little compromise, by government or NGOs

Widespread belief in primeval forests –  despite
40,000+ years of cultural management (burning),
fragmentation, feral animals, weeds, climate, etc.

Market drives high-grading & forest degradation
of PNF, impairing long-term productivity

Can these observations help inform forest policy in Australia?



https://networkingnerd.net/2018/09/14/a-matter-of-perspective/

“… Nightcap 
rainforests burned in 
2019 …”

“… most of the burnt 
rainforest areas 
contained sclerophyll 
trees in the canopy, 
indicative of 
previous fire 
events…”

“Koalas are dying 
in record numbers 
from car strikes & 
dog attacks.  Plus 
koala habitat is 
being lost to urban 
expansion…”

“… create a new 
Koala National 
Park to save 
koalas”



Wow! There was so much wildlife on that 
property that it should be National Park…

This farm has been in my family for over 
50 years. Those critters are here because 
of what we do, not despite what we do…

I’m not telling anyone about our 
wildlife … the buffer zones required 
are so big that they would affect my 

neighbour, as well as my own 
farming operations



Current rules and market forces lead to long-term forest degrade…







Problems with tender schemes ….

Tenders awarded for work that would 
have been done anyway

Don’t reflect the real cost of work, 
because applicants bid low to secure 
funds

Often lacks monitoring to ensure 
commitments are fulfilled and 
maintained long-term



Who has the ‘Duty of Care’ for forest-dependent species?
How to ensure the best outcome for forest-dependent species?

 …only landholders with forest have a duty of care,
  and those who destroyed forest long ago have no responsibility …
   … that hasn’t worked well!

 Why not share the responsibility more broadly…?

 Why not reward landholders who demonstrate good wildlife outcomes?
 
 This would incentivise conservation outcomes &
  ensure reporting of locations and status of rare plants & animals…



Annual payments to landholders
 based on 2 targets

1. Payment for total basal area of 
native trees in natural formation

2. Payment for evidence of endangered 
species dependent on forested 
habitat

Invited to brief the Minister for Primary Industries 
( Ian Macdonald)



“… incentives are likely to be 
the most effective, equitable, 

and ultimately the most 
efficient, approach.... Policy-

makers should consider 
incentive-based approaches 

to achieve conservation 
outcomes on private lands.”





Whose responsibility: Individual, State or Federal?

Individual ‘Duty of Care’ hasn’t achieved desired results & has been problematic.

State (NSW) initiatives have proved ineffective so far…

Federal Government has some potential to lead, particularly since the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act is supposed to
“... ensure the conservation of Australia’s biodiversity by protecting native species” 



2020 Review of Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act

The EPBC Act … is not fit for current or future environmental challenges … does not facilitate a 
strategic or systematic approach to managing or restoring the environment.

Key reforms recommended by the Review are:
National Environmental Standards should focus on outcomes … 
The EPBC Act … should shift to an outcome-driven system that
maintains and enhances the environment.

Key reform directions
Focus on outcomes rather than process.
Strong and transparent assurance that intended outcomes are achieved.
Increase transparency of decision-making.
Improve quality of information,
Restore and expand habitat to support a healthy environment.



How to get outcomes for forests & conservation?

Better policy ?
Stronger enforcement?
More extension advice ?
Financial incentives …☑

• Up-front lump-sum grants for promises 

• Annual payments for outcomes ☑

Rewards for evidence of outcomes
 will deliver both information and outcome
  addressing two major concerns in the EPBC review



Forest management & conservation
can be mutually compatible

In 1788, Governor Phillip wrote  “In 
all the country thro’ which I have 
passed I have seldom gone a 
quarter of a mile without seeing 
trees which appear to have been 
destroyed by fire. … the natives 
always make their fire, if not before 
their own huts, at the root of a gum-
tree which burns very freely…”
Noeleen McNamara ‘Australian Aboriginal Land 
Management: Constraints or Opportunities’ 
(2017) James Cook University Law Review 26.



Is it too late, or can we still influence public opinion?

Have Forest Services tried to remain a ‘small target’ for too long?

Can we change public opinion with evidence of good outcomes in managed 
forests, both PNF and State Forests?

Can we find PNF landholders willing to showcase good outcomes from 
management interventions in forests?
(and ensure no consequences if any codes of practice were overlooked)



Concluding remarks

Fauna & flora survive in habitat, not in places….
 … habitat deteriorates from ferals, weeds, fires, fragmentation, etc
 … most National Parks lack resources to maintain habitats adequately.

Forests that are managed and harvested can play an important role
 in complementing National Parks by providing additional habitats,
 by efficiently providing disturbance similar to traditional cultural burning
 & by maintaining connectivity between other protected areas.

Evidence-based annual payments are feasible, efficient and effective
 - both for PNF, and for State Forests & National Parks.
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